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1 week brief - Jeffery Lawson

Animating a logo
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“ There's no earthly way of knowing. 
Which direction we are going.” - WW
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Client -  Digital Turbine

Brand Mission- Digital Turbine (NASDAQ: APPS) powers superior mobile consumer experiences and results for the world’s leading telcos, advertisers and publishers. Its 
end-to-end platform uniquely simplifies the ability to supercharge awareness, acquisition and monetization — connecting Digital Turbine’s partners to more consumers, in 
more ways, across more devices. 

https://www.digitalturbine.com/
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Brand- The ultimate partner for businesses that want to immerse billions of consumers 
around the world in rewarding experiences.

https://www.digitalturbine.com/
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Concept
Since the company is using DIGITAL elements to communicate and help it’s customers I wanted to incorporate the idea of dots and shapes and data 
elements. I also tried incorporating the element of WIND and TURNING within the logo animation. 
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DIGITAL- Since the brand utilizes and element called The Squircle I wanted to use these as 
driving elements within the animation. 

WIND-  Combining the elements of wind and movement within the animation will add 
emphasis that as the digital landscape changes so will Digital Turbine in its approach to 
helping its customers be successful by simplifying things along the way.
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Moodboard/Inspiration 
Circular patterns and halftones seem to be the core element of the DT brand and what better way to incorporate it than to use it as the driving element of the 
animation from start to finish. Below are some examples of different uses of circle / dot animation that will be referenced for the logo animation .
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Storyboard
Continuing with the concept of wind and turbines I added in circular motion to the dots but also varying up the style of the dots as to keep in line with the 
branding. I also added in a simple text animation that is the driving force for moving the logo resolve over so that the text can come in. 
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Various Dots Animate in 3D parallax in a circle 
referencing a wind turbine.

Dots continue to animate in circular motion getting 
bigger and smaller in the frame.

As the dots continue to animate some of them 
disappear inside the others only leaving 2 red dots.

The remaining dots animate inwards in circular 
motion getting smaller.

As the dots animated smaller inward they then 
morph into what will be the logo. This will look 
somewhat like liquid motion when animating. 

The logo is now resolved and the squirkle elements 
are now animated out.

The word digital animates inward from the right to 
the left and forces the logomark to the left then we 
see the word turbine animate upward behind that. 

[ Logo Resolve]
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Styleframes
Emphasizing not only the color palette in the styleframes but also the concept by way of referencing wind and turbine elements is the key part of this animation. 
Often times the digital landscape is a complicated one but it doesn't have to be and Digital Turbine makes that process simpler for its clients. 
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Various Dots Animate in 3D parallax in a circle 
referencing a wind turbine.

Dots continue to animate in circular motion getting 
bigger and smaller in the frame.

As the dots continue to animate some of them 
disappear inside the others only leaving 2 red dots.

The remaining dots animate inwards in circular 
motion getting smaller.

As the dots animated smaller inward they then 
morph into what will be the logo. This will look 
somewhat like liquid motion when animating. 

The logo is now resolved and the squirkle elements 
are now animated out.

The word digital animates inward from the right to 
the left and forces the logomark to the left then we 
see the word turbine animate upward behind that. 

Logo Resolve
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1td35dT12GcGRQHQ1hXWT5HaJ2oH1UX0y/preview
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Sound Design
During the final stages of the project there was something Ian said to me that clicked inside my brain and gave me the idea to sit down and and act out the motion 
but also creating the SFX by using my mouth and altering them inside of Adobe Audition. My idea was to mimic the sounds of windmills and swooshes so that it 
creates a slick wind tunnel sound as well as a locking into place sound. 
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“We are the music makers and we are 
the dreamers of dreams” - WW
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Thank you


